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Statement of Disclaimer
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fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or
reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may
include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California
Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or
misuse of the project.
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Abstract
The Curb Navigation senior project, proposed by the QL+ organization, was presented to find a
solution to an issue a former veteran, Velette, is having. Velette has a difficult time
maneuvering curbs when out doing day-to-day errands and activities. The goal of this project is
to develop a solution that will give Velette the ability to traverse curbs without the assistance of
others or the need to do a wheelie that can lead to an injury. The team has found that adapting
and optimizing an anti-tipper design may be the best way to solve the proposed challenge. The
team decided that this is the best design to adapt because it follows all of their specifications. It
is easy to attach and use and offers the best opportunity at solving the challenge. A linear
actuator is the best option to provide momentum for the climb. A linear actuator made by
Progressive Automations has been chosen. The actuator provides 6 inches of stroke and can
support up to a 600 lb load. The prototype was manufactured, assembled, and tested. The
prototype successfully climbed 3 inch curbs and further design improvements were suggested.
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Introduction

The QL+ organization develops unique solutions and assistive devices to improve the quality of
life of our nation’s wounded warriors. Velette, a woman who served in the US Air Force, was
injured. She now permanently uses a wheelchair and needs help maneuvering curbs without
the assistance of others or risking injury to herself. The QL+ organization proposed this problem
to Cal Poly’s Mechanical Engineering Department as a senior project idea. The goal of this
project is to design a device that will solve this problem for general wheelchairs, as Velette's
wheelchair is no longer produced. The three mechanical engineering students are Kaitlyn
Adams, Cole Tudor, and Robbie Huerta. They attend California Polytechnic State University, San
Luis Obispo. They have come together to create the team Conquering the Curb.

2

Background

Background information is the basis of any good design. The design team must learn what the
customer needs and formulate a problem statement to reflect that. It is also important to
conduct research on applicable technologies that can be used in the design, existing designs
that attempt to solve the same problem, and published patents for those designs. With all of
this information in mind, the design team has the best chance of designing the best solution to
the problem at hand.
2.1

Summary of Interviews

The sponsor for this project is the QL+ organization, and the challenger is Velette. Through
sponsor/challenger interviews, Team Conquering the Curb gained more insight into the needs
of Velette. This information included Velette’s wheelchair model (TiLite TR Series 3), along with
her intentions for the curb assistance device. It is important to note that at the time of these
interviews, the design team planned to create a device specifically for the TiLite TR Series 3, but
as time went on, they realized that this wheelchair was discontinued. This issue would make it
difficult for intermediate testing of devices during the design process, as the team would be
unable to attain this model wheelchair for such tests. A wheelchair was found on Ebay that is
similar (TiLite Aero Z, Series 2). The design will be tailored to this wheelchair, shown in Figure 1,
and will potentially be modified by QL+ Engineers later to fit Velette’s chair.
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Figure 1. TiLite Aero ZR provided by QL+

Velette noted that she would like to have a manual, detachable device that she can add to her
wheelchair when she needs it most. In the past, she has had no issue ascending curbs under
four inches in height. Beyond this height, she has to pop a wheelie, which makes her feel
unsafe. Curbs over seven inches tall do not need to be considered in this design. In these cases,
Velette will find an ADA approved ramp to ascend the curb. Velette expressed that a slight tilt
of her wheelchair is not an issue; she just does not want to do a wheelie where she can fall
backwards. Velette recently bought a new wheelchair and plans to use this wheelchair for at
least five years. Velette, her wheelchair, and any additional belongings generally weigh
between 190 and 220 pounds. In addition, Velette does not mind a slight delay for deployment
of a device when she approaches a curb. The notes for these interviews can be found in
Appendix A. Originally, the design team planned to design a device that would allow Velette to
ascend a curb of 12 inches tall, but later realized that this is an unachievable goal, so the
maximum curb height requirement was altered to reflect a maximum curb height of nine
inches. After carrying out some analysis in SOLIDWORKS, the team realized that even nine inch
curbs are unachievable with the design they end up choosing. The team eventually goes with a
4 inch curb.
2.2

Existing Designs

Benchmarking is an engineering practice used to gauge the quality of existing products that
solve a similar problem. In general, these products are purchased and tested against the team’s
customer requirements. Table 1 is a visual representation of benchmarked products that have
been rated on a scale of 1-5 (one being bad, and five being good) for the customer
requirements. Please note that only the Drive Medical Anti-Tippers have been purchased and
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tested. The other existing products/designs were not purchased because they were either too
expensive or not sold commercially.

Customer Requirements

Long Life

Light Weight

Variety of Curbs

Maintenance

Ease of Use

Use in a Day

Portability

Adaptability

Total Points

Table 1. A visual representation of the relationship between existing designs and how well they align
with the team’s design requirements

MAXSA Curb Ramp
Drive Medical Anti-Tippers
Wheel Ramp Curb-Climbing Aid
Scalevo (Scewo)
Triangle Wheel Mechanism
Stony Brooke Front Wheels

5
4
5
5
5
2

5
5
3
2
4
5

1
1
4
5
2
4

4
3
4
2
4
2

1
3
3
4
1
4

1
3
4
4
4
4

1
4
3
1
3
3

1
1
4
1
2
2

19
24
29
24
25
26

As seen in Table 1, the Wheel Ramp Curb-Climbing Aid is the design that best aligns with Team
Conquering the Curb’s requirements, while the MAXSA Curb Ramp is the worst design for the
team’s requirements. The purpose of benchmarking is to see what has already been tried and if
it has worked or not. The development of this table helped the team gain ideas that will come
into play in the ideation phase of the design. These existing designs can be found in Appendix B.
2.3

Relevant Technical Literature

When designing a solution to solve any type of problem research is essential. Not only does the
design team need to look into existing designs and review previous coursework, but they must
also look into relevant technical literature related to the problem at hand. Science Direct is a
large database of scientific research that has been carried out and documented. Using this
website, information on the act of climbing curbs was found to assist in understanding the
problem and coming up with the best design.
The design team read an article on Science Direct called “Wheelchair Curb Climbing:
Randomized Controlled Comparison of Highly Structured and Conventional Training Methods.” 1
This article was about a set of people who designed an experiment that would compare two
training methods for teaching people who use wheelchairs how to maneuver a curb without
assistive devices. The Highly Structured method was compared to the Conventional Training
method by having two sample groups: a control group who followed the Conventional Training
method and an intervention group who followed the Highly Structured method.
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The results showed that the participants in the intervention group on average felt that the
training was less difficult than the participants in the control group thought it was. In addition,
on average the intervention group thought that there was enough time for the training, while
the control group did not feel there was enough time for the training. The set of people who
carried out this experiment conducted statistical analysis and found that the difference
between the two groups was not statistically significant, meaning that the two groups
maintained the same success rate of maneuvering the curbs.
The findings from “Wheelchair Curb Climbing: Randomized Controlled Comparison of Highly
Structured and Conventional Training Methods” are significant to the design team because they
reestablish the importance of the problem at hand. Even with Highly Structured training, the
participants’ success rate of maneuvering the curb did not increase, leaving the impression that
maneuvering curbs may actually be an inherent skill that cannot be taught. If this is an issue
that cannot be solved with increased training, then an assistive device is the only other
solution.
The design team found another relevant article via EBSCOhost Academic Search Premier titled
“Mechanical efficiency of two commercial lever-propulsion mechanisms for manual wheelchair
locomotion.”2 The purpose of the study conducted was to compare two lever-propulsion
mechanisms to each other, and later compare each of them to conventional hand rim
propulsion typically used on wheelchairs. The two lever-propulsion mechanisms were one that
contained a torsion spring mechanism and the other that contained a roller clutch design. The
two designs are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, courtesy of the article.

Figure 2. The torsion spring lever-propulsion system.2
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Figure 3. The roller clutch lever-propulsion system.2

The logistics of how the experiment was conducted are as follows: 10 non-disabled adult men
with no prior experience using a wheelchair were selected to participate in four trials. The four
trials included using the spring mechanism, using the roller clutch design, using hand propulsion
on the wheelchair with the spring mechanism, and using hand propulsion on the wheelchair
with the roller clutch design. Data was taken during each trial and statistical analysis was
conducted to better understand the results. It was seen that the lever-propulsion mechanisms
had no significant physiological benefit over the other when compared to each other. Each
lever-propulsion mechanism showed that that the user had a decreased oxygen uptake, a
decreased heart rate, and the mechanism had an increased mechanical efficiency when
compared to conventional hand rim propulsion.
The results of this experiment are significant to the design team because although these
mechanisms were used for general mobility in a wheelchair, they can probably be adapted to
curb-climbing as well. These lever-propulsion mechanisms can have a significant benefit when it
comes to the momentum required to climb curbs. The two existing mechanisms are
commercially available, but expensive relative to the scope of this project. It would be
beneficial to look into the design of these products to design and manufacture a similar
mechanism in house.
6
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Patent Search

In order to ensure we do not create a design that has already been thought of, and to refrain
from infringing on any patents, a patent search can be done. Infringing on a patent can be
avoided if the adaptation of the patent is not sold for commercial use. Table 2 shows a detailed
list of applicable patents. The design team ordered the list according to importance. The list is
very detailed because even the least applicable patents may become important to the design
team in later steps of the project. A minimally applicable patent can be important because it
can influence a new idea.
Table 2. All applicable patents, with the most applicable patents listed first
Patent
CA2913718A1

Patent Title
Wheelchair curb – Climbing
and curb-descending system3

US7850189B2

Curb climbing wheelchair
attachment4

US3592282A

Stair-traversing wheelchair
apparatus5

US3142351A

Stair climbing wheelchair6

US3476404A

Wheelchair lift7

US3638813A

Wheelchair lifting device8

US3309110A

Occupant-propelled
wheelchair9

US3191990A

Reclining mechanism for
wheelchairs and the like10

US3497259A

Head or back support for
wheelchairs11

US3584890A

Convertible wheelchair
construction12

US3529700A

Brake assembly for
wheelchairs13

Citations
Llan, Aviv. "Wheelchair curb-climbing and curb-descending
system." 04 Dec. 2014,
https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2913718A1/en
Barber, Benjamin. "Curb climbing wheelchair attachment."
14 Dec. 2010,
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7850189B2/en
Soileau, Robert. "Stair-traversing wheelchair apparatus." 13
Jul. 1971,
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3592282A/en
Green, Gourley. "Stair climbing wheelchair." 28 Jul. 1964,
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3142351A/en
Rachman, Isadore. "Wheelchair lift." 04 Nov. 1969,
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3476404A/en
Strong, John. "Wheelchair lifting device." 01 Feb. 1972,
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3638813A/en
Buhner, Donald. " Occupant-propelled wheelchair." 14 Mar.
1967
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3309110A/en
Edwin, Rugg. "Reclining mechanism for wheelchairs and the
like." 29 Jun. 1965
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3191990A/en
Sherfey, William. "Head or back support for wheelchairs."
24 Feb. 1970
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3497259A/en
Pretsy, Frank. "Convertible wheelchair construction." 01
Apr. 1969
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3584890A/en
Marshall, Harold. "Brake assembly for wheelchairs." 28 Oct.
1970
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3529700A/en

Based on our search results for existing patents, we learned that many of these patents offer
solutions on how to create a device that can help a wheelchair go over curbs. The patent list
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ranges from simple to complex mechanisms that all achieve the same end goal. This range can
start with something as simple as a portable ramp, shown in Figure 4, to something as complex
as a hydraulic wheelchair lift, as shown in Figure 5. Researching the wide range of existing
products has sparked our ideas to work towards designing a simple robust device that
eliminates the need for complexity. It is true that a design like a hydraulic lift can help a
wheelchair go over a curb with ease, but it is not the best solution. The reasons why complex
designs are not the optimal solution to assist wheelchairs going over curbs is because they
increase cost, and maintenance, as well as decreases the life of the device.

Figure 4. Image of the patent: Wheelchair curb – Climbing and curb-descending system3
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Figure 5. Image of the patent: Wheelchair lift7

2.5

Applicable Standards

Many industry codes, standards, and regulations must be followed to comply with basic
nondiscrimination requirements that prohibit exclusion, segregation, and unequal treatment;
however, many of these codes are applicable to people who design the wheelchair routes
through buildings and roadways. The design of the team’s curb navigation device will not be
dependent on these regulations because the design of routes is outside the scope of the
project.
The main standard that Team Conquering the Curb will be held to is the National Society of
Professional Engineer’s Code of Ethics (NSPE). This code expects all engineers, specifically
professionally licensed engineers, to “hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the
public.”14 Although, the NSPE’s Code of Ethics is primarily aimed toward professional engineers,
Team Conquering the Curb plans to follow these standards with the best of their abilities,
keeping in mind that some subsections of the Code of Ethics are only applicable to professional
engineers.
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Objectives

The objectives of this project are what the design team intends to do for the sponsor and the
challenger. The design team developed a problem statement that explains the issue that needs
to be addressed, as well as a boundary diagram that clearly defines what can be changed. The
team developed engineering specifications for each customer need in an attempt to define
their objectives clearly.
3.1

Problem Statement

The problem statement that the design team developed is as follows:
“Velette's wheel chair is incapable of maneuvering curbs over four inches in height without
risking injury to herself while popping a ‘wheelie.’ She needs a detachable, manual device that
can help her traverse curbs without assistance from others.”
3.2

Boundary Diagram

A boundary diagram is used by design teams to define the “system”, the parts of the system,
and the “environment” in which the system interacts. Only the elements that lie within the
“system” (the green dotted lines) are elements in which the design team can define as a part of
their design. Anything that lies outside of the system is outside the scope of work the project
team intends to carry out. This allows the design team to only take responsibility for what lies
within the system. Figure 6 is the boundary diagram that Team Conquering the Curb has
created for this Curb Navigation project.

Figure 6. Curb Navigation project boundary diagram.
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Customer Needs and Quality Function Deployment

Velette wants a lightweight, manual device that can be easily used with little to no maintenance
over the course of the device’s life. A full list of Velette’s needs are:








A manual device for easier maintenance, long term life, and ease of use
A device that is long lasting to last the life of the wheelchair (~5 years)
A light-weight device
A waterproof device to withstand any weather conditions
A device that works for a range of curb heights (4-9 inches)
A detachable device for easy travel
A device that can support up to 220 pounds

The quality function deployment (QFD) is a method engineers use to turn customer needs into
engineering specifications, qualitative and quantitative goals for a project in engineering terms.
The specific version of QFD Team Conquering the Curb used is called a House of Quality. In this
method, the design team begins by defining their customers. After this, they write out their
customer’s requirements and then give those requirements each a weighted importance. The
design team then lists and rates their competitors designs/products based on their own design
requirements. Next, a list of engineering requirements are written to describe how they can
fulfill the customer requirements. The customer requirements are given a level of correlation to
each engineering requirement. This information gives the design team an idea of the
importance of fulfilling each specific engineering requirement as compared to the others. A
copy of Team Conquering the Curb’s House of Quality for the Curb Navigation Project can be
viewed in Appendix C.
The House of Quality method brought forth the following list of engineering specification
shown in Table 3. The design team learned that the biggest concerns in this project were that
weight, life, deployment time, and attachment time fall within tolerance for the design of the
solution.
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Table 3. Formal engineering specifications table for Curb Navigation project

Specification
#
1
2
3

Parameter
Descriptions

Requirement
or Target
(units)
25 lbs
5 Years
15 sec

Tolerance

Risk (High,
Medium,
Low)

Max
Weight
H
Life
Min
H
Deployment
Max
H
Time
4
Attachment
10 min
Max
H
Time
5
Cost
$2,500
Max
M
6
Curb Height
4-9 in
±1 inch
L
*Inspection (I), Test (T), Analysis (A), Similarity to Existing Designs (S)
3.4

Compliance*

I,T
S
A,T
T
A
T,S

Checking Design for Compliance

To check for compliance of each specification, the team will carry out tests and measurements.
A list that shows how the team tentatively plans to check each specification is:








Weight: Inspect by weighing on a precision scale
Life: Compare to similar designs. Make an appointment with MatE Consulting Group (a
student run consulting group in the Materials Engineering Department that can assist in
materials selection and failure analysis) to discuss which materials would yield the life
needed for the device.
Deployment Time: Analysis using dynamics calculations. Test by placing on equivalent
wheelchair and using device.
Attachment Time: Test by averaging the length of time it takes several people to attach
device
Cost: Analysis of total cost with excel calculations
Curb Height: Test device with various curb heights with the help of members of the
community. Compare to similar designs.

The high-risk specifications shown in Table 3 are weight, life, deployment time, and attachment
time. These four specifications will determine if the design team’s device is easy to use. A
lightweight device is necessary because it will move with the user by being attached to the
chair. The life of the device is important because it must last as long as the current wheelchair
lasts. Finally, the device needs to be quick to assemble and quick to carry out its function. These
requirements may be difficult to meet because lightweight devices are expensive, the life of a
device is difficult to predict without simulation processes that large companies generally have
access to, and the time for attachment and deployment could vary user to user. These
requirements will determine whether the device makes the user’s life easier or more difficult.
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Concept Design Development

Ideation is the step in the design process in which the design team can begin proposing ideas to
solve the problem. One method of ideation is functional decomposition, where the team breaks
down the problem into each specific function the design should fulfill. Another method of
ideation is brainstorming, where the team picks a single function of the design and produces
methods of fulfilling this function. The sole purpose of this method is to present as many ideas
as possible, even ideas that are not feasible. The SCAMPER method can be used to think of
ideas in a more abstract way by used the verbs substitute, combine, adapt, modify, put to
another use, eliminate, and reverse to think of the problem in an unfamiliar way. Brain
sketching can be used by allowing the team members to each take a couple minutes to draw a
design, and then pass the designs around and add to them. In this method, words are
prohibited, allowing the team members to interpret the sketches with their imaginations.
After these types of idea generation sessions have taken place, the team can move on to
concept modeling, in which the team members can create designs with craft supplies to convey
their design in a tangible way. These models can be used in matrices to compare them to an
existing design. In these matrices, numerical values are used to give each design a quantitative
level of importance that assists in evaluation the designs.
After evaluating the designs, the design team can choose which design to create a concept
prototype of with easy to work materials such as wood and PVC pipe. In this phase, the team
can use the prototype to gauge whether the design fulfills the function in the way they
expected it to.
4.1

Concept Development Process and Results

The concept development process required a lot of brainstorming, ideation methods, concept
models, concept prototypes, and discussion amongst the design team to decide on the best
possible solution to the problem. The team conducted three different ideation sessions, using
the ideation methods discussed earlier. The team produced a long list of solutions to encourage
creativity, prohibiting the team from sticking with their first idea. This ensures that the team
thinks of a broad range of ideas. Some of the solution ideas that the team proposed during
these brainstorming sessions can be seen in Appendix D.
4.2

Concept Models and Selection Process

After this ideation phase, each team member built a miniature concept model of his/her
favorite idea. This allowed the team to have three different visual and physical representations
of possible solutions. The three models were very important in demonstrating the desired
actions and usage of each device. The three ideas that were created in the concept models
were the front tri-wheel design as shown in Figure 7, the adjusting front wheel design as shown
in Figure 8, and the back lever arm as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. The front tri-wheel design

Figure 8. The adjusting front wheel design
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Figure 9. The back lever design

The front tri-wheel design is one in which the front wheels would rotate to get up the curb and
the back propulsion wheel would assist the user in the momentum required to climb the curb.
The adjusting front wheel design is one in which the bottom wheels would fold underneath the
chair while the top wheels would contact the top of the curb. The wheels would deploy back
into their position through a spring once the back wheels were on top of the curb. The back
lever design is one in which the lever would hook to the curb edge, and with a slight pull of the
lever, the back wheels would be lifted just enough to get them on top of the curb.
In order to choose which design was best for the project, the team met with a QL+ Engineer
and the sponsor Lance Iunker. The design team explained each design and explained their
concerns regarding the three designs. Through feedback and discussion, the team was able to
narrow down the front tri-wheel, and adjusting front wheel designs as the best options. The
QL+ Engineer also explained an idea he had been thinking about to add to the list of options the
design team was considering.
One issue discovered was that the wheelchair only had a couple inches of clearance between
the ground and the footrest, which would make it very difficult to implement the tri wheel
design or the adjusting front wheel design without completely altering the front end of the
wheelchair. The design team previously established that extreme alterations of the wheelchair
was outside of the scope of the project because the goal is to have a detachable solution. With
this in mind, the team filled out Pugh and Decision Matrices, seen in Appendix E. Unfortunately,
these matrices led the team to the realization that their potential solutions did not beat the
current solution of using a portable ramp.
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The team went back to the drawing board, and thought of adapting the drive medical antitippers that were discussed in Table 1. The current anti-tippers were short, and as a result, it
was possible to still fall backwards while attempting to traverse a curb. The team concluded
that the current design could be improved upon by making the design safer for traversing
curbs, with the possible change in size/placement of the design, and a possible change in device
material. In addition, the team decided to implement a linear actuator that would deploy and
push the wheelchair up and over the curb, once in position with the anti-tippers.
With a solid new design concept, the team decided to create a new decision matrix comparing
the design to a portable ramp again. This decision matrix can be seen in Appendix E, just like
the previous decision matrix. The results of this matrix concluded that the new design of using
optimized anti-tippers and a linear actuator was better than the datum. The design was only
slightly better than the datum because the team compromised weight, which was rated highly
in the engineering specifications.
4.3

Concept Prototype and Results

For the first concept prototype, the team chose to create more stable anti-tippers by extending
them further behind the wheelchair, as can be seen in Figure 10. The team viewed these results
as promising because they proved that their concept of adapting and altering the current
design was a feasible idea. The longer anti-tippers made the chair more stable, especially when
exerting force to climb the curb.

Figure 10. Concept prototype anti-tippers
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Later in the design process, the team realized that anti-tippers alone would not provide any
momentum making it nearly impossible for the hind wheels to maneuver up the curb. The team
explored a few options including using a lever-propulsion mechanism as described in Chapter
2.3. When testing the anti-tippers, the team noticed that even with additional torque on the
wheels, the wheelchair would not climb the curb easily because the rear wheels slipped on the
pavement. The team then decided to create a concept prototype of a linear actuator, shown in
Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14. In the case of a linear actuator, the chair would be
actuated forward, not the wheels alone thus wheel slippage would be avoided. The team
believes a linear actuator is the best route for propelling the wheelchair up the curb. Basic
calculations were carried out to test the feasibility of a linear actuator. Based on these
calculations, an internet search was done to see if linear actuators of calculated size existed,
which they do. This analysis can be found in Appendix F titled ‘Linear Actuator Feasibility
Calculations and Research’.

Figure 11. Concept Prototype Linear Actuator (Image 1/4)
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Figure 12. Concept Prototype Linear Actuator (Image 2/4)

Figure 13. Concept Prototype Linear Actuator (Image 3/4)
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Figure 14. Concept Prototype Linear Actuator (Image 4/4)

4.4

Description of Selected Concept and Solid Model

The design team selected the concept of anti-tippers and a linear actuator. The team carried
out design and analysis to size the needed linear actuator for optimum stroke, optimum contact
angle between actuator and ground, and the required actuation force. These were the steps
needed to determine the specifications of the linear actuator for this project. The design team
found a linear actuator that nearly meets their requirements and plans to outsource this linear
actuator because it is closest to the needed specifications. The actuator can support the load,
but does not fully meet the requirements because the stroke isn’t achievable, without
multiplying it. The only actuator-like devices the team could implement that can multiply the
stroke are pneumatics. The upkeep on pneumatics are extensive, so the team has decided to
avoid that route, per the scope of the project. Fortunately, the team has tested climbing curbs
with assistance and found that the assistant only needed to actuate the chair forward part of
the way. After that, the user had enough momentum to climb the rest of the curb by pushing
forward on the hind wheels.
A “ladder foot” like attachment, similar to what is shown in Figure 15, will be added to the base
of the linear actuator to give traction and rotation to allow for the change of angle needed for
climbing the curb. The team decided to design a bracket made of aluminum after an existed
steel bracket made specifically for their chosen actuator attached to quarter-inch aluminum
sheet metal and traction padding to recreate a “ladder foot” in house. A CAD model of this
design is shown in Figure 16. Please note that the traction padding shown in this image isn’t
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exactly what it will look like but it is the appropriate thickness of the traction padding that will
be ordered. A control box will be implemented for the user to easily turn on the linear actuator.
The control box and remote chosen from Progressive Automations is a keychain and can be
easily taken with Velette anytime she attaches the linear actuator.

Figure 15. Ladder foot attachment for linear actuator15

Figure 16. CAD model of chosen actuator foot.

The team previously considered optimizing the anti-tippers, but decided that they were already
optimal when coupled with the actuator. The team will be adding additional pin holes to the
bar on the wheelchair in which the anti-tippers attach because the existing holes are on the
sides of the wheelchair bars. The anti-tippers have a push pins on the top, so the wheelchair
needs holes in the same location for the anti-tipper push pins to slide into correctly. A CAD
model of the anti-tippers was created in SOLIDWORKS for the team to demonstrate their
ultimate design. The CAD anti-tippers are not an exact replica of the ones that are to be used,
but they work for the demonstration. The anti-tippers are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Anti-Tipper CAD model

4.5

Concept Functionality, Risks, and Unknowns

Previously the team hadn’t decided on how to deploy and store the linear actuator, but ended
up deciding to keep it simple deploying with a rope and storing in the vertical position with a
Velcro strap. The team wanted to focus on proving whether an actuator design was feasible, so
they maintained a simple storage and deployment plan.

5

Final Design

In the months since the preliminary design review, the team perfected their chosen design
discussed in Section 4 that resulted from ideation. The final design will be discussed in detail
here to give an explanation for all design choices, as well as propose the materials and costs
related to manufacturing the final design.
5.1

Overall Description and Layout

As described in Section 4.4, the team planned to use anti-tippers and a linear actuator as the
basis of their design. To do this, the team has four subsystems: the linear actuation subsystem,
the cross bar subsystem, the actuation foot subsystem, and the anti-tipper subsystem. Within
the anti-tipper system are the anti-tippers with wheels on the end that allow the user to
position themselves directly in front of the curb with their hind wheel touching the curb. The
linear actuation system contains the linear actuator, the battery, the control box and remotes,
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the battery charger, the quick disconnect terminals, and the battery carrying case. The cross bar
system is complicated in that the linear actuator needs a mounting point on the wheelchair.
Because of the high load the actuator is capable was carrying, the mounting point on the
wheelchair must be designed such that it and its fasteners can withstand the anticipated load.
The actuation foot system is also complicated because the actuator needs a foot-like
attachment to interface with the ground. The SOLIDWORKS assembly displaying the four
subsystems on the wheelchair is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Final assembly drawing of the four subsystems.

5.2

Detailed Design Description

The anti-tippers were already purchase during the benchmarking phase of the design. The team
has decided to use these anti-tippers in their final design. The only adjustments needed for the
anti-tippers have already been discussed in Section 4. Essentially, the wheelchair needs an
additional two pin holes to secure the anti-tippers to this model wheelchair. The existing
wheelchair has pin holes only on the sides, but the anti-tippers have pins on the top.
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The idea for this design is that Velette would be able to approach a curb, tip back on her antitippers, and wheel forward until her front wheels were comfortably on the curb with her hind
wheels touching the curb. In the next step, she would be to release the linear actuator and
begin extending the linear actuator with a key chain remote. The linear actuator would move
Velette up the curb most of the way until she’s capable of rotating the hind wheels the
remaining distance, thus resembling a curb of smaller height. The actuator would then retract
into itself and be placed back in its resting position.
The subcomponents of this design include the anti-tippers, the linear actuator, an actuator foot,
and a crossbar and clamp collars for attachment of the actuator to the wheelchair. An indented
bill of materials with details on subcomponents, their vendors, and prices can be seen in
Appendix G. Keep in mind that the indented bill of materials details the costs associated with
creating the prototype. A full project budget with associated costs can be seen in Appendix H. A
detailed part drawing of the clamp collars, an assembly drawing of the cross bar, a detailed part
drawing of the ground bracket, an assembly drawing of the actuation foot, and an exploded
assembly of the full design can be found in Appendix I. The purchased parts are not included in
the CAD drawing package, so data sheets associated with purchased parts can be seen in
Appendix J.
5.3

Analysis Description and Results

One of the team’s biggest concerns was the attachment point for the actuator on the
wheelchair. The team came up with a design, as shown in Figure 19 and called it a cross bar.
The team then made this design as a structural prototype to validate the design. This design
utilized existing bolt holes on the wheelchair. By intuition, the team recognized that the bolts
would shear in this configuration because they are transverse to the actuation force that would
essentially be applied in the vertical direction. Analysis was carried out to prove that this was
true and is shown in Appendix K.

Figure 19. Original cross bar design.

After realizing that this cross bar design wouldn’t work, the team contacted a design professor
on campus. The professor confirmed the team’s fears of the shear load on the bolts ruining the
design. The professor suggested the team implement clamp collars instead. Using clamp collars
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would reposition the bolts, allowing them to carry the load axially instead. An image of the new
cross bar design is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. New cross bar design implementing clamp collars.

5.4

Cost Analysis

The total cost of all materials for this design are detailed in Table 4. A full bill of materials
including vendors and part numbers can be found in Appendix G, as discussed previously.
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Table 4. All materials required for the final design organized by subsystem and part. The costs
associated are shown.

Subsystem

Linear Actuation

Cross Bar

Actuation Foot

Wheelie Bars
Miscellaneous

Part
Linear Actuator
Control Box and Remotes
Battery
Battery Carrying Case
Quick Disconnect Terminals
Battery Charger
Rope
Velcro Straps
Cross Bar Tube
Clamp Collars
Cross Bar Bracket
Socket Head Cap Screws
Button Head Screws
Flange Nuts
Nylon Lock Nuts
Lock Washers
Threadlocker
Ground Bracket
Clevis Pin
Cotter Pin
Foot Attachment
Traction Padding
Anti-Tippers
Primer
Paint

Material
--------------------------------Aluminum Tubing
Aluminum Cubes
----------------------------Aluminum Cube
--------Aluminum Sheet
----------------Total Cost of Materials

Cost
133.99
85.99
38.99
12.99
14.42
8.86
2.97
5.96
29.13
48.94
8.50
12.00
4.34
3.60
0.56
0.36
8.99
24.47
9.43
0.58
16.88
7.47
29.99
3.98
5.76
528.66

In addition to materials, the team needs to factor in the cost of welding and heat treating.
Gentry Welding in San Luis Obispo quoted welding the cross bar and actuation foot to be under
$100. After completing welding, the invoice was $75. The team also reached out to multiple
companies for heat treat and didn’t receive response; fortunately, the parts were very sturdy
and the team came to a consensus that heat treat was unnecessary.
5.5

Explanation of Material, Geometry, and Component Choices

The only items in this design that the team needed to decide on a material for were the cross
bar, the actuator ground bracket, and the actuation foot. The team chose aluminum in all cases
because it is lightweight, which is a necessity for this design. The team also chose stainless steel
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socket head cap screws for the cross bar’s clamp collars because stainless steel has a high
strength compared to lower grade bolts.
5.6

Wiring

In terms of wiring for this design, the only exposed cords are the power cord leading from the
motor of the actuator to the battery pack and the control box wires leaded to the battery and
the actuator. Figure 21 shows the area of the actuator in which the power cord hangs. It’s
important to note that the actuator is hinged to the wheelchair on the motor end, meaning that
the cord is as far out of the way during its usage as possible. The actuator we ordered has an
unusually long power cord; however, the cord can be easily tied up with a couple zip ties to
avoid disarray of the design or injury to a user. The power cord can be placed in the battery
carrying case.

Figure 21. The cord connecting the linear actuator’s motor to its battery.

A wiring diagram of the control box, actuator, and battery are shown in Figure 22. The control
box has four wires total. Two of the wires connect to the actuator power cord. The other two
wires connect to the battery. This configuration makes it possible for the user to press buttons
on a wireless remote to extend and retract the actuator.
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Figure 22. Wiring diagram for actuation assembly.

5.7

Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations

The design is not water proof and therefore shouldn’t be used in the rain or snow because of
the 12 V battery used to power it. In Appendix L is the Failure Modes Effect and Analysis
document which shows all of our concerns of possible failure, the ratings of how severe each
failure is, with a plan of how the team will avoid these failures. Also in Appendix L is a safety
hazard checklist and a risk assessment.

6

Manufacturing Plan

The manufacturing of an entire design is complex and often takes a lot of time to develop all
the parts before assembly can occur. That is why it is essential that a manufacturing plan be put
in place, so that the team has a rough guideline of when certain manufacturing processes will
take place. A rough plan allows for modification but ensures that the team has thought about
each process ahead of time and can plan accordingly. The manufacturing plan is detailed in this
section.
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Procurement

After the manufacturing plan was approved by the sponsor, QL+, the team selected all
components that needed to be purchased and added them to an online cart from each vendor
for the sponsor to order. The team ordered most of their materials during the week of February
20th and additional materials after some manufacturing has been carried out
6.2

Manufacturing

For this project, the design team needs to manufacture two of the four subsystems shown in
Figure 23. The cross bar subsystem contains two parts that the team needs to manufacture. The
actuation foot subsystem contains two parts that need to be manufactured. Figure 23 is a
flowchart of all machining task that need to take place before sending the two subsystems out
for welding. The section of the flowchart that details the manufacturing of the clamp collars
was edited after creating the flowchart. The team decided that the possibility of making an
error while machining the clamp collars was too high. The team eventually decided to
outsource the CNCing of the clamp collars at the Mustang 60 machine shop on Cal Poly’s
campus.
Cross Bar
Subsystem

Cross Bar Tubing

Cut to size

Actuation Foot
Subsystem

Clamp Collars
(x2)

Ground Bracket

Cut to size

Cut to size

Bore 1 ¼“ hole

Bore 0.4" hole

Foot
Attachment

Cut to size

Drill ¼" holes

Countersink ¼"
holes

Tap ¼" holes

Cut slits

Figure 23. Manufacturing tasks for machining the cross bar and the actuation foot.

Once all of the machining tasks are complete, the design team will send the two subsystems to
a local welder and pick them up after spring break. A detailed manufacturing plan with
tentative dates for manufacturing is shown in Table 5. The team didn’t maintain this specific
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schedule, but it was a nice guideline that ensured the teammates were available during the
times listed. Once again, the clamp collars were professionally CNCed by a shop technician, so
the team was able to get ahead of the manufacturing schedule.
Table 5. Detailed manufacturing plan with tentative dates for each task.

Manufacturing Task
Mill Aluminum Tubing to Size
Drill ¼” Holes in Tubing
Mill Clamp Collars to Size
Bore Clamp Collars: 1 ¼ “ Hole
Drill Clamp Collars: ¼” Holes
Countersink Clamp Collars: For Capscrews
Tap Clamp Collars: For Capscrews
Cut Clamp Collar Slits
Mill Ground Bracket to Size
Bore Ground Bracket: 0.4” Hole
Mill Foot Attachment to Size
Send Cross Bar and Clamp Collars to be welded
Send Ground Bracket and Foot Attachment to be welded
Adhere traction padding to Actuation Foot
Bolt Cross Bar Bracket to Cross Bar

Date
2/21: 10am – 1pm
2/21: 10am – 1pm
2/21: 10am – 1pm
2/28: 10am – 1pm
2/28: 10am – 1pm
3/3: 10am – 1pm
3/3: 10am – 1pm
3/3: 10am – 1pm
3/7: 10am – 1pm
3/7: 10am – 1pm
3/10: 10am – 1pm
3/23
3/23
4/2
4/2

Welding is a difficult process and even more difficult when the material is aluminum. To ensure
parts are welded with high accuracy, the team hired a local welding company to fulfill all
welding needs. The team identified welding as their largest challenge and decided to rule out
any chance of mistake. The local welder has a great reputation and the team was confident that
all welding would be done well.
The manufacturing of this design came together nicely. The first step was to cut the aluminum
tubing to size, as well as the foot attachment. Next, the ground bracket sides were cut to size
and the holes were placed. Afterwards, the clamp collars were CNCed by a shop technician. An
image of one of the finished clamp collars is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Finished clamp collar after being CNCed.

After the clamp collars were CNCed, the team could drop the ground bracket, foot attachment,
aluminum tubing, and clamp collars off at Gentry Welding. An image of the clamp collars placed
on the aluminum tubing before welding is shown in Figure 25. Please note that the aluminum
tubing was cut slightly too short on each side, leaving a small gap between the tubing and the
clamp collars. The welder told the team that the small gap is preferable because it allows room
for the weld.
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Figure 25. Cross bar before welding.

An image of the cross bar post-welding is shown in Figure 26. The welds came out very nicely
and was able to slide directly onto the wheelchair. The fit is very tight, which is good so that the
cross bar doesn’t slip off during lift.

Figure 26. Cross bar post-welding.
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An image of the actuation foot post welding is shown in Figure 27. This image doesn’t include
the traction padding.

Figure 27. Image of actuation foot after welding and before painting.

6.3

Assembly

The assembly process was straightforward. After receiving the cross bar subsystem and the
actuation foot subsystem from Gentry Welding, the traction padding was adhered to the
actuation foot. The cross bar bracket was bolted to the cross bar and the cross bar was placed
on the wheelchair with screws. The linear actuation was placed on the cross bar bracket on the
motor side of the linear actuator. The linear actuator was connected to the ground bracket of
the actuation foot. The shorter part of the actuation foot is meant to be closer to the front of
the wheelchair and the longer part faces backwards. The anti-tippers were placed on the
wheelchair.
After the main components were assembled, the control box was plugged into the battery via
quick disconnect terminals that were crimped to the control box wiring. The linear actuator was
also plugged into the control box. The control box, battery, and remaining linear actuator cord
were placed in the battery carrying case and hung the wheelchair handles. A picture of the
assembly is shown in Figure 28. In this image, the ground bracket is backwards because we
were observing the amount of traction achieved in both positions. At this point, the system was
ready for testing. The operator’s manual has detailed instructions on how to assemble the
prototype and how to use the prototype. The operator’s manual can be found in Appendix M.
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Figure 28. Fully assembled project.

6.4

Recommendations for Future Manufacturing

In the future, the manufactured ground bracket should be sized based on the actual size of the
linear actuator. We based the width of the ground bracket on the actuator dimensions found
online before receiving the actuator. These dimensions weren’t accurate leading to extra space
between the actuator and bracket. We dealt with this issue by placing a couple of washers in
the space.
In addition, the cross bar bracket that was purchased from the actuator manufacturer should
be manufactured, instead of purchased. This bracket was advertised as compatible with the
actuator we purchased (PA-03), but there was additional space between the bracket and
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actuator for this bracket as well. A bracket manufactured in house, specifically sized for this
actuator will solve this issue. A tighter fit at the brackets will ensure that the actuator only
rotates in the planes that it is intended to rotate in.

7

Design Verification Plan

Once all of the parts were outsourced, tests were developed that would be carried out after
manufacturing. The point of developing tests ahead of time is to think about the issues that we
anticipate running into. After manufacturing is complete and the prototype is assembled, the
test procedures can be adjusted to reflect any changes in anticipated issues. In the following
sections, these tests will be discussed and results will be displayed.
7.1

Design Verification Plan and Report Definition

The Design Verification Plan and Report (DVP&R) is a spreadsheet to document all of the tests
to be completed, test results, and recommendations for design changes dictated by those tests.
It is important to the team because it documents all of the test results so that mistakes aren’t
repeated and changes to the system are backed up with evidence from completed tests. A copy
of the DVP&R can be found in Appendix N.
7.2

Key Test

After manufacturing and assembly processes were complete, the team performed tests to
ensure the design worked and was safe for the user, Velette. After manufacturing, the test
procedures were updated to reflect the tests that would be carried out. The team identified the
test that would vary the foot type, curb height, and actuator angle with the ground as their key
test. This is because initial observations of the prototype revealed foot slippage and a linear
actuator angle that prohibited full motion for tall curbs. This test would help the team discover
which variations in foot type, curb height, and actuator angle were successful in climbing the
curb.
7.3

Equipment Needs

In terms of equipment for testing, the team gathered ½ inch pieces of wood to simulate curb
heights and adjust the linear actuator angle with the ground. Other materials needed were a
scale to weigh the subsystems, the prototype, a wheelchair, and a person to sit in the chair.
7.4

Tests

The test procedure plan developed and adjusted after manufacturing details a set of four tests.
Test #1 is a test to weigh and record the weight of the subsystems. Test #2 is a test to ensure
that the new pin holes on the wheelchair are compatible with the pins on the anti-tippers. Test
#3 is a test to ensure there isn’t any side to side play in the wheelchair during lift. Finally, Test
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#4 is the key test discussed previously that will vary the foot type, curb height, and actuator
angle during curb climbing. A complete list of test procedures and results can be seen in
Appendix O.
The critical results of Test #4 can be seen in Table 6. As seen in this table, a rubber peg and
track spikes are the best options to ensure there isn’t any foot slippage. Even though both
options result in passes and fails with the same criteria, it is important to note that by
observation the track spikes were the better option, resulting in no slippage on asphalt. Steeper
angles of the linear actuator placed the actuator closer to the curb, providing more horizontal
movement during curb climbing. If the actuator is mounted higher, the actuator will have a
larger angle with the ground. Unfortunately, the actuator was unable to climb curb heights
taller than three inches. To achieve taller curb heights, the actuator would need to extend to
longer lengths; however, increasing the extended length inevitably increases the retracted
length, which furthers the problem.
Table 6. Test results for varying foot type, varying curb height, and varying linear actuator angle with
ground, where green is a pass and red is a fail.

Original Foot*
1 inch

2 inch

3 inch

4 inch

7.5

Rubber Peg

Foot with Track Spikes

Original Angle
Steeper Angle
Steepest Angle
Original Angle
Steeper Angle
Steepest Angle
Original Angle
Steeper Angle
Steepest Angle
Original Angle
Steeper Angle
Steepest Angle

Challenges and Results

The challenges revealed during testing were foot slippage and invalid actuator lengths and
angles. By changing the foot type to one with track spikes, the foot remained in place
throughout the entire curb climb. By increasing the actuator angle with the ground, taller curbs
could be successfully climbed. The main issue was that the linear actuator couldn’t extend far
enough to successfully climb curbs taller than 3 inches. If the motor housing didn’t take up so
much space, the linear actuator would be capable of climbing taller curbs. The actuator we are
using has a fully retracted length of 12.89 inches and a fully-extending length of 18.89 inches.
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This is only a 31.7% increase in actuator length. An actuator that can achieve a higher return on
length would be better equipped to climb taller curbs.

8

Project Management

There are many tasks that need to be carried out in each phase of the design, so it is crucial that
the team maintains good management and enforces deadlines throughout the project. This is
done by looking at the full picture of the project and breaking the project down into
deliverables and tasks that need to be fulfilled to reach each deliverable. The design team
organizes their deliverables with tasks in a Gantt chart, described more fully in sections to
follow. Subtasks that are more detail-oriented are organized in Microsoft OneNote, so the team
can stay caught up with each other’s progress in a checklist fashion.
8.1

Design Process

The design process that the design team has been using is as follows. As stated in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3, the team used background information and initial interviews with the sponsor to
develop a problem statement. This problem statement is what the team is ultimately trying to
solve. They then went into an ideation phase, and were able to develop a concept prototype
that was modeled in a computer aided drafting (CAD) program and build with wood and PVC
pipe. The preliminary design review (PDR) lead into the design analysis stage of the project. In
January, the design analysis was checked during the interim design review (IDR), allowing the
design team to hone in on what they needed for their structural prototype to be successful. The
critical design review (CDR) followed and allowed the design team to gain approval to move
onto the manufacturing phase of the design. The manufacturing and test review (M&T) was the
next key deliverable, followed by the Senior Project Expo which displayed the final prototype
and all conclusions that resulted from testing.
8.2

Key Deliverables

Table 7 outlines each key deliverable, and their delivery date. Each of these key deliverables
contained plenty of separate parts/tasks that were necessary to come together in order to have
a complete deliverable. The dates listed in Table 7 were be considered the design team’s
milestones. The individual tasks that completed the milestone, the team member(s) that are
responsible for tasks, and the dates in which they were supposed to be worked on were in the
team’s Gantt Chart, shown in Appendix P. The Gantt Chart is simply a type of bar chart that
visually represents a project plan over time. The design team’s Gantt Chart is a preliminary
chart of the dates a task needs to be worked on, as well as the important milestone delivery
dates. The team’s chart was updated frequently, as more tasks and deadlines presented
themselves. The purpose of a Gantt Chart was to keep a project on track and to ensure that
deadlines were not missed.
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Table 7. Outline of the key deliverables and their delivery dates

Deliverable
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) / Concept Prototype
Interim Design Review (IDR)
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Manufacturing and Test Review (M&T)
Senior Project Expo
8.3

Delivery Date
November 17, 2017
January 16, 2017
February 6, 2018
March 13, 2018
June 1, 2018 (12-3pm in Bonderson)

Deviation From Plan

The team deviated from the management plan as various issues and set-backs presented
themselves. Deviations from the plan meant that the team needed to move to a Plan B to
ensure they would be ready for the next milestone on the previously assigned delivery date.
Being flexible in plans and maintaining time management was essential during this project.

9

Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this document was to share an update on the progress of the project and
present all finding through testing of the prototype. The topics discussed in this document
included a discussion of previous sponsor interviews, research on competitor devices, and
research on applicable technologies and patents. This information led to a problem statement,
a boundary diagram, and a list of customer needs. The customer needs were used in a quality
function deployment and engineering specifications were developed for this project. The
specifications and their importance to the project were discussed, as well how they will be
checked for design compliance. Next, an overview of the concept development process and its
results were presented, which lead to an idea for a design solution. The final design was
analyzed and laid out in terms of cost and materials. A manufacturing plan was developed to
ensure there would be enough time for manufacturing. A test plan was discussed and the
results of those tests. Finally, a brief project management section was developed to establish a
general project timeline and distribution of tasks for the final prototype.
For future references, the team would like to recommend improvements to this design. As
discussed previously, the cross bar bracket should be designed and manufactured by the team
rather than purchasing from the actuator manufacturer. If a future team manufactures the
cross bar bracket, then they can also have it welded to the cross bar, rather than bolting it to
the cross bar like was done in this prototype. In addition, the ground bracket should be resized
to fit snug against the linear actuator. The track spikes proved to be the best option to prevent
slippage.
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Furthermore, a linear actuator that is capable of achieving more than 31.7% more length than
its original length will have a better chance of climbing taller curbs. If the linear actuator begins
at a steeper angle with the ground, then the actuation foot begins closer to the curb, allowing
the actuator to move further up the curb. A steeper angle can be achieved by mounting the
linear actuator higher on the wheelchair. Adding a height extension to the cross bar, as shown
in Figure 29 can help increase the linear actuator angle. In addition, the prototype ended up
weighing 13.9 pounds, which is less than the maximum of 25 pounds set at the beginning of the
project, but still too heavy for the wheelchair to handle. The wheelchair is back heavy when
nobody is sitting in it causing it to tip backwards occasionally. We recommend that future
designs either reduce the weight of the project or secure the components in a way that
distributes the weight better.

Figure 29. Suggested cross bar improvement to achieve steeper actuator angle.
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Appendix A—Interview Notes

Questions from Sponsor and Challenger Interviews (9/27/17)
Conquering the Curb
Curb Navigation—83a1CPME
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

What models are your wheelchair(s)?
TiLite TR solid body wheel chair 17" seat cushion
Do you have any aftermarket parts connected to your wheelchair(s)?
Have not attached any aftermarket parts to it
Please tell us about your previous experiences maneuvering curbs. How are you currently
traversing them?
Pops a wheelie and push over which is very difficult and scary
Have you used any previous devices for maneuvering curbs? What were they? How were those
experiences? Likes/dislikes?
No other devices used
Do you want a fully automated device or strictly manual?
Manual is better for maintenance, long term, and ease of use
Do you always want to be flat, or is a tilt on a contact (not a full on wheelie) okay? Is a surface
okay, such as a ramp?
Angle/tilt isn't the big deal; it's the wheelie that's the problem.
What will the life of this device be? Do you plan to have this wheelchair model for long?
Has had current wheelchair less than a year, so she will be keeping this wheelchair for a while
How much do you and your wheel chair weigh? Trying to set up specifications for the project.
With chair around 196, but it varies depending on what she is carrying so 190-220 lb.
Velette mentioned wheels being heavy… wants to change the wheels out but hasn't gone through
the process. Changing the wheels would make it lose about 20 lbs.
Waterproof?
Yes
Life expectancy of device?
~ 5 years
Permanent attachment okay?
No, detachable.
What is the max height curb you expect to go over? If a curb is past an unreasonable height, are
you okay with going the "long" way to ADA approved accessible ramps?
Anything over 4 inches she can't get up… so 5-10 inches. Velette has a different process for much
taller curbs. Height beyond a foot probably going around.
Have you thought of any potential solutions? If so, explain.
The triangle wheels that climb the stairs
Do you expect to approach a curb and maneuver it quickly, or is a slight delay okay?
Something that's there when need it, so it doesn't need it always ready, can take 5 second delay to
deploy.
Weight of device considerations for her strength.
More weight can make it a little harder… has loop wheels that have suspension in the wheels which
adds weight and can be harder to push.
Do you have any additional concerns regarding the device (performance, aesthetics, time, weight)
Chair is blue, everything else is purple. As light as humanly possible.

A-1

Appendix B—Existing Designs

MAXSA Curb Ramp
This device is a portable ramp that is lightweight but durable. Amazon customers wrote reviews
saying the device was great when placed side by side to make a large curb ramp for motor
vehicle. None of the reviews mentioned the curb ramp being helpful for wheelchair users, even
though wheelchair use is mentioned in the product description.

Drive Medical Anti-Tippers
This device is a pair of arms that can be attached to the backside of a wheelchair to ensure the
wheelchair does not tip backwards when doing a “wheelie”.

B-1

Wheel Ramp Curb-Climbing Aid
A pair of telescoping ramps for the wheels on each side of the wheelchair. This design was
patented in 2010.

Scalevo (Scewo)
This device is a stair-climbing wheelchair that contains deployable tank treads to allow the user
to maneuver the staircase backwards.

B-2

Triangle Wheel Mechanism
This mechanism was designed for dollies to allow people to move large objects over curbs and
stairs.

Stony Brooke Front Wheels
This device is a curb climbing wheelchair featuring a linear actuation system that lifts the front
end of the chair off the ground to maneuver the curb.

B-3

Appendix C—QFD House of Quality
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Appendix D—Ideation Session Concepts

Tri-Wheel Design

The tri-wheel design Tri-Wheel with Propulsion Wheel design is one possible solution that was
explored during the ideation phase. The way that this mechanism worked was by contacting the
curb and as the wheel rotated the next wheel would pull the chair upwards. The only limitation
to this design is that the wheelchair can only traverse curbs that are smaller than the length
from the center of one wheel to the center or all three wheels.

Tri-wheel and Propulsion wheel
D-1

This design is like the tri-wheel only design. What makes this design a more optimal design is
that this design has both tri-wheels and a propulsion wheel. The tri-wheels will help the wheel
chair go up curbs and the propulsion wheel will provide propulsion along the horizontal axis.
Curb Lever Design

D-2

The curb lever design is a good design that provides stable support as the wheel chair goes over
a curb. This mechanism works by having a claw attach itself to the curb. This claw is attached to
a steel rod that serves as the lever. The user would apply a downward force on the lever and
the wheel chair will begin to lift upwards. The down side of this design is that the wheel chair is
constraint to only move in the vertical direction but to get over a curb we need the wheelchair
to move in the vertical and horizontal direction.
Tank Tread Design

This tank tread design is a great design. The tank treads would easily allow the wheelchair to go
over curbs by providing movement along the vertical and horizontal direction. The only
problem with this design is that we do not want to make any modifications to Velette’s
wheelchair.

D-3

Appendix E– Pugh and Weighted Decision Matrices

Pugh Matrix

Weighted Decision Matrix for Linear Actuator with Anti-Tippers

Weighted Decision Matrix

E-1

New Weighted Decision Matrix
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Appendix F – Linear Actuator Feasibility and Research
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Appendix G - Indented Bill of Materials

Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
Assembly
Part
Level
Number

0
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
1
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
2

10000
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
2000
2010
2020
2021
2022
2023
2030
2031
2032
2033
3000
3010
3011
3012
3020
3030
4000
5000
5010
5020

Description

Vendor

Lvl0
Lvl1
Lvl2
Lvl3
Final Assy
Actuation Assembly
Linear Actuator (Purchased Part)
Control Box w/ Two Remotes (Purchased Part)
Battery (Purchased Part)
Battery Carrying Case (Purchased Part)
Battery Charger (Purchased Part)
Quick-Disconnect Terminals (Purchased Part)
Velcro (Purchased Part)
Rope (Purchased Part)
Cross Bar Assembly
Aluminum Tubing (1/8" - 1 3/4" x 1 3/4") 3 ft
Clamp Collars: Aluminum Cubes (3" x 3" x 3")
Socket Head Cap Screws(Purchased Part)
Nylon Lock Nuts (Purchased Part)
Lock Washers (Purchased Part)
Bracket on Cross Bar (Purchased Part)
Button Head Hex Drive Screw (Purchased Part)
Flange Nuts (1/4" - 20) (Purchased Part)
Threadlocker (Purchased Part)
Actuation Foot Assembly
Ground Bracket: Aluminum Cubes (3" x 3" x 3")
Clevis Pin (Purchased Part)
Cotter Pin (Purchased Part)
Aluminum Sheet (1/4" x 8" x 8")
Traction Padding (15.5" x 4" x 0.5") (Purchased Part)
Anti-Tippers (Purchased Part)
Finishing
Primer (Purchased Part)
Paint (Purchased Part)

G-1

----------Progressive Automations
Progressive Automations
Batteries Plus Bulbs
Amazon
Amazon
McMaster Carr
Home Depot
Home Depot
-----McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Miner's Ace Hardware
Miner's Ace Hardware
Progressive Automations
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Miner's Ace Hardware
-----McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Home Depot
McMaster Carr
Home Depot
Amazon
-----Home Depot
Home Depot

Vender Part Number

Qty

Cost

Ttl Cost

-----PA-03-6-600
PA-31
SLA12-8F2
B01H6UVHJ4
B001G8AIMU
7243K11
202261929
203602865
-----6546K6
9140T273
92196A550
n/a
n/a
BRK-01
92198A551
90997A700
n/a
-----9140T273
92390A224
202210349
9246K11
1001220214
B002VWK424
-----100169179
100146848

-----1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-----1
2
1
4
4
1
1
4
1
-----1
1
1
1
1
1
-----1
1

-----133.99
85.99
38.99
12.99
8.86
14.42
5.96
2.97
-----29.13
24.47
10.71
0.14
0.09
8.5
4.34
3.6
8.99
-----24.47
9.43
0.58
16.88
7.47
29.99
-----3.98
5.76

-----133.99
85.99
38.99
12.99
8.86
14.42
5.96
2.97
-----29.13
48.94
10.71
0.56
0.36
8.5
4.34
14.4
8.99
-----24.47
9.43
0.58
16.88
7.47
29.99
-----3.98
5.76

Total Cost:

528.66

Appendix H - Project Budget and Prototype Budget
Cost of Project
Date

Materials Purchased/Services Purchased

Vendor

11/1/2017
11/1/2017
11/15/2017
1/18/2018
2/19/2018

Concept build materials
Drive Medical Anti-tippers
Concept build materials
Bolts, nuts, and washers
Battery carrying case (lunch box)

Home Depot
Amazon
Home Depot
Home Depot
Amazon

2/19/2018

Linear actuator, control box, cross bar bracket

Progressive Automations

2/20/2028

Aluminum tubing, aluminum cubes, aluminum
sheets, button head screws, socket head
screws, hex nuts, washers

McMaster Carr

4/4/2018

Paint, primer, rope, velcro, cotter pins

Home Depot

4/5/2018

Helical inserts, clevis pins, flange nuts

McMaster Carr

4/5/2018
4/6/2018
4/6/2018
4/24/2018
4/24/2018
4/24/2018
5/7/2018

Battery charger
Battery
Traction Padding
Quick-disconnect terminals
Threadlocker, nylon lock nuts, lock washers
Welding
Track Spikes for Testing

Amazon
Batteries Plus Bulbs
Home Depot
Mcmaster Carr
Miner's Ace Hardware
Gentry Welding
Big 5 Sporting Goods
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Vendor Part Numbers
n/a
B002VWK424
n/a
n/a
B01H6UVHJ4
PA-03-6-600
PA-31
BRK-01
6546K6
9140T273
9246K11
92198A551
92196A550
91845A029
90107A029
100146848
100169179
203602865
202261929
202210349
91732A736
92390A224
90997A700
B001G8AIMU
SLA12-8F2
1001220214
7243K11
n/a
n/a
n/a

Cost
$35.63
$29.99
$5.60
$3.37
$12.99
$269.86

$172.21

$20.73

$36.97
$8.86
$49.81
$14.94
$14.42
$10.68
$75
$10.76
Total Cost $771.82

Cost of Prototype
Refer to Indented Bill of Materials for more information on
vendor/vendor part number
Item/Service

Cost

Linear Actuator (Purchased Part)
Control Box w/ Two Remotes (Purchased Part)
Battery (Purchased Part)
Battery Carrying Case (Purchased Part)
Battery Charger (Purchased Part)
Quick-Disconnect Terminals (Purchased Part)
Velcro (Purchased Part)
Rope (Purchased Part)
Aluminum Tubing (1/8" - 1 3/4" x 1 3/4") 3 ft
Clamp Collars: Aluminum Cubes (3" x 3" x 3")
Socket Head Cap Screws(Purchased Part)
Nylon Lock Nuts (Purchased Part)
Lock Washers (Purchased Part)
Bracket on Cross Bar (Purchased Part)
Button Head Hex Drive Screw (Purchased Part)
Flange Nuts (1/4" - 20) (Purchased Part)
Threadlocker (Purchased Part)
Ground Bracket: Aluminum Cubes (3" x 3" x 3")
Clevis Pin (Purchased Part)
Cotter Pin (Purchased Part)
Aluminum Sheet (1/4" x 8" x 8")
Traction Padding (15.5" x 4" x 0.5") (Purchased Part)
Anti-Tippers (Purchased Part)
Primer (Purchased Part)
Paint (Purchased Part)
Welding
Total Cost

H-2

133.99
85.99
38.99
12.99
8.86
14.42
5.96
2.97
29.13
48.94
10.71
0.56
0.36
8.5
4.34
14.4
8.99
24.47
9.43
0.58
16.88
7.47
29.99
3.98
5.76
75
603.66

Appendix I - CAD Drawings
ITEM NO.
1
2
3
4

PART NUMBER
1000
2000
3000
4000

DESCRIPTION
Actuator Assembly
Cross Bar Assembly
Actuation Foot Assembly
Anti-Tippers

4

QTY.
1
1
1
2

2

1

3

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section: 04

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

Part #: 10000

Title: FINAL ASSEMBLY

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/26/18

Chkd. By: ME STAFF
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Scale: 1:10

ITEM NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

PART NUMBER
2010
2020
2021
2022
2023
2030
2031

DESCRIPTION
Aluminum Tubing
Clamp Collar
Socket Head Cap Screw
Nut
Washer
Bracket on Cross Bar
Button Head Screw

QTY.
1
2
4
4
4
1
4
7

1

.125
.125
2
6

.125
.125

3
?

4

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section: 04

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

Note:
Unless otherwise specified, all dims in inches
Unless otherwise specified, all tolerances: .005 in

PART #: 2000

Title: CROSS BAR

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/24/18

I-2

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB
Scale: 1:2

Chkd. By: ME STAFF

Note:
Unless otherwise specified, all dims in inches
Unless otherwise specified, all tolerances: .005 in

1.75

1.12

.635
5.09

.125
1.63
1.75

C

7.45
12.54

A

B

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section: 04

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

Part #: 2010

Title: ALUMINUM TUBING

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/24/18

Chkd. By: ME STAFF
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Scale: 1:2

1.75
1.38
.38

Note:
Unless otherwise specified, all dims in inches
Unless otherwise specified, all tolerances: .005 in

.80

1.75

1.63 .13

.81

.94

.50
1.75

1.50

A
B

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section :04

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

C

2.46
2.75

Part #: 2020

Title: CLAMP COLLAR

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/9/2018

Chkd. By: ME STAFF
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Scale:1:1

ITEM NO.
1
2
3

PART NUMBER
3020
3010
3030

DESCRIPTION
Aluminum Sheet
Ground Bracket
Traction Padding

QTY.
1
1
1

2

.125
.125

1

3
.125
.125

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section: 04

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

Part #: 101003

Title: ACTUATION FOOT

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/9/18

Chkd. By: ME STAFF
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Scale: 1:1

Note:
Unless otherwise specified, all dims in inches
Unless otherwise specified, all tolerances: .005 in

R.75

.37

1.90
1.20

.25

.75
1.50

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section: 04

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

1.65

A

B

1.90

C

Part #:3010

Title: GROUND BRACKET

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/9/18

Chkd. By: ME STAFF
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Scale: 1:1

Note:
Unless otherwise specified, all dims in inches
Unless otherwise specified, all tolerances: .005 in

.25

3.15

5.00

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Lab Section:

ME 429 - WINTER 2018

Dwg. #:

PART #: 3020

Title: ALUMINUM SHEET

Drwn. By: CONQUERING THE CURB

Nxt Asb:

Date: 2/24/18

Chkd. By: ME STAFF
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Scale: 1:1

Appendix J - Purchased Parts Data Sheets

J-1

PA-03
LINEAR ACTUATOR

HOW TO ORDER
1.800.676.6123
sales@progressiveautomations.com
www.progressiveautomations.com

Linear Actuator Data Sheet
SPECIFICATIONS
Input Voltage: 12VDC
Current: 200lbs – 9A ; 600lbs – 7.6A (at full load)
Load Capacity: 200lbs, 600lbs (Ours: 600 lb)
Static Load: Same as push load
Stroke Length: 1” to 40” (Ours: 8")
Mounting holes: 0.40” Diameter
Screw: Acme Screw
Duty Cycle: 20%
Operational Temperature: -25ºC ~ 65ºC (-77ºF ~ 150ºF)

Limit Switch: Built-in non-adjustable
IP Grade: IP43
Low Noise Design: db<45 (A)
Certification: CE and RoHS
Housing: Aluminum Alloy
Gears: Polyformaldehyde
Gear Ratio: 200lbs – 38:1 ; 600lbs – 38:1
Wire Length: 60”
For Custom Options See Page 5

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
2.52
1.04
2.00

0.10
0.10

3.80

3.70

2.52
0.60
0.04

0.60

1.28
Ø1.76

0.50

1.40
1.97

0.72

1.40

Ø1.18
1.42 1.97

0.94
0.75

1.34

1.00

Ø0.94

0.40

1.34

0.98

0.34

2.56

1.42

Stroke + 8.40*

2.74

0.26

2.40

3.11
Ø0.86

1.57

1.95

1.48

2.72

1.46

Ø0.40

0.98
0.10
1.91

1.74
1.98

Ø0.40

0.60
0.08
0.58
0.90

0.12

*For Stroke Length 16" and Above (End to End)
Fully Retracted: Stroke + 9.40"
Fully Extended: Stroke + Stroke + 9.40"

*For Stroke Length 16" and Above (Hole to Hole)
Fully Retracted: Stroke + 7.88"
Fully Extended: Stroke + Stroke + 7.88"

0.90
Ø1.04
0.19

Ø2.52

*For PA-03s with Hall Effect Sensor
Fully Retracted: Stroke + 9.40"
Fully Extended: Stroke + Stroke + 9.40"

0.80
Fully Retracted: Stroke + 6.88*
Fully Extended: Stroke + Stroke + 6.88*

J-2
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PA-03
LINEAR ACTUATOR

12 VDC SPEED VS LOAD

HOW TO ORDER
1.800.676.6123
sales@progressiveautomations.com
www.progressiveautomations.com

HOLE TO HOLE DIMENSIONS
HOLE TO HOLE DIMENSION OF LINEAR ACTUATORS
Stroke Sizes (in inches)
0
1
2
3
4
6
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
30
40
50

12 VDC CURRENT VS LOAD

PA-03 Model Actuator
Fully Retracted (in inches)
Fully Extended (in inches)
6.89
6.89
7.89
8.89
8.89
10.89
9.89
12.89
10.89
14.89
12.89
18.89
14.89
22.89
15.89
24.89
16.89
26.89
18.89
30.89
20.89
34.89
23.68
39.68
25.68
43.68
27.68
47.68
29.68
51.68
31.68
55.68
37.68
67.68
47.68
87.68
56.79
106.79

PRODUCT ACCESSORIES:
Will work with any PA’s AC & DC controls boxes
Mounting Brackets: BRK-02 (for each end); BRK-01 (t-shape for motor end only)
Rocker Switches: any PA’s Rocker Switches
Longer Wires: AC-01
Foot Controls: PDL-01 and PDL-03
SPEED IN INCHES PER SECOND

Forces (lbs)

J-3

No Load

Full Load

RPM

200

1.6

0.86

3200

600

0.39

0.24

3200
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PA-03
LINEAR ACTUATOR

HOW TO ORDER
1.800.676.6123
sales@progressiveautomations.com
www.progressiveautomations.com

ACTUATOR INTERNALS
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PA-03
LINEAR ACTUATOR

HOW TO ORDER
1.800.676.6123
sales@progressiveautomations.com
www.progressiveautomations.com

ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY EXPANDED VIEW PARTS DESCRIPTION

Actuator PA-02 Assembly Expanded View Parts Description

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Description
Actuator Base
Shaft Guide
Shaft With Mounting Hole
Mounting Hole Guard
Shaft Drive O-Ring
Shaft Stopper
Shaft Stopper Washer
Shaft Stopper Screw
Shaft Top Cap
Shaft Enclosure
Shaft Enclosure Cap
Shaft Enclosure Cap Screw
Gear Wheel Locking Pin
Shaft Drive Bottom Ball Bearing
Shaft Drive Gear Wheel
Shaft Drive Ball Bearing
Shaft Drive Bumper
Shaft Drive
Rotor Bottom Support Screw
Bottom Cap With Mounting Hole
Bottom Cap Mounting Plate
Mounting Plate Screw
Limit Switch

Qty

Item

Description

Qty

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Limit Switch Carrier
Diode
Wire
Shaft Enclosure Central Screw
Shaft Enclosure Side Screw
Power Cable With Mounting
Power Cable Screw
Motor Case Gasket
Brush Holder PCB
Brush Holder PCB Screw
Brush Spring
Electric Motor Brush
Brush Wire Screw
Rotor Bottom Bearing
Locking Washer
Electric Motor Rotor
Rotor Top Bearing
Rotor Top Washer
Electric Motor Enclosure With Stator
Motor Top Cap
Motor Top Cap Screw
Hex Nut

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3

J-5
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PA-03
LINEAR ACTUATOR

CUSTOM OPTIONS

HOW TO ORDER
1.800.676.6123
sales@progressiveautomations.com
www.progressiveautomations.com

3D MODEL (CLICK TO ACTIVATE)

Voltage: 24 VDC
Feedback: Hall Effect Sensor (max stroke 40"), Reed Switch
Wire Length: Customizable
Stroke Size: 1” – 40” In increments of 0.25”
Mounting Holes: Customizable size and dimensions
Connectors: Add your specific connector
Custom Dimensions: Change size and stroke of unit based on your requirements
Customizable Forces: 1000 lbs (speed 0.24”/sec)
Additional Options:
-Only Push option
-Relay Free option
-UL Certified unit

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ARE ALWAYS BEING ADDED, PLEASE GIVE US A CALL
IF YOU NEED A CUSTOM OPTION YOU DO NOT SEE HERE 1-800-676-6123.
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Control Box Data Sheet

J-7

Battery Data Sheet

J-8

Battery Carrying Case Data Sheet

J-9

Quick Disconnect Terminals Data Sheet

J - 10

Velcro Data Sheet

J - 11

Rope Data Sheet

J - 12

Socket Head Cap Screws Data Sheet
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Nylon Lock Nut Data Sheet

[no image]




¼” – 20 nylon lock nuts
Purchased from Miner’s Ace Hardware
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Lock Washers Data Sheet

[no image]




¼” lock washers
Purchased from Miner’s Ace Hardware
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Mounting Bracket on Cross Bar Data Sheet

J - 16

Button Head Screws Data Sheet

J - 17

Flange Nuts Data Sheet

J - 18

Threadlocker Data Sheet

[no image]




Semi-permanent threadlocker
Purchased from Miner’s Ace Hardware
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Clevis Pin Data Sheet

J - 20

Cotter Pin Data Sheet

J - 21

Traction Padding Data Sheet

J - 22

Anti-Tippers Data Sheet

J - 23

Primer Data Sheet

J - 24

Paint Data Sheet

J - 25

Appendix K - Analysis on Cross Bar

K-1

K-2

Appendix L - Safety Hazard Checklist, FMEA, Risk Assessment
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L-2

Position System (Anti-Tippers) / Support User
During Wheelie

Position System (Anti-Tippers) / Provide Position
with Front Wheels on Curb

Position System (Anti-Tippers) / Remain Mostly
Out-of-View

Wheelchair tips overs

Anti-Tippers bend

(a) Wheelchair tips over
(b) Wheelchair feels
unsteady

Momentum System (Linear Actuator) / Provide
Postion Required for Hind Wheel Transition

Momentum System (Linear Actuator) / Provide
Momentum for Hind Wheel Transition

Momentum System (Linear Actuator) / Remain
Mostly Out-of-View

5

2

Testing

1

The anti-tippers the group previously
bought will be used. After drilling new holes
10
for the push pin, we will no longer have to
worry about these concerns

Fastener sizing

7

Testing

1

42

2

Testing

1

10

Wheelchair tips overs

5

(a) Wheels are too small
(a) Geometretic sizing
(b) Curved rod doesn't
(b) CAD modeling
reach ground

Linear actuator falls off
Wheelchair tips over
wheelchair

Linear actuator is too
short

Linear actuator motor
breaks

Linear actuator and
motor are bulky

Wheelchair can't climb
curb

Wheelchair can't climb
curb

Wheelchair looks bad

5

(a) Wheels are too big
(b) Anti-tippers are too
big
c) Anti-tippers are at a
bad angle relative to
ground
(d) Curb is too tall

(a) Geometretic sizing
(b) CAD modeling

7

Testing

1

Holes drilled

Robbie (5/1/18)

Holes drilled

The anti-tippers the group previously
bought will be used. After drilling new holes
for the push pin, we will no longer have to
35
worry about these concerns

Robbie (5/1/18)

1

Anti-tippers were
designed too large

Optimize design for
small footprint

2

Customer
Approval

1

2

6

(a) Bad material choice
(b) Design doesn't
support load

(a) Geometretic sizing
(b) Outsource linear
acutator for geometric
sizing

2

Testing

1

The linear actuator has been selected to
12 hold a load of 600 lb, which is much larger
than we need. Gives us a factor of safety.

Completed during
part procurement

6

(a) Bad material choice
(b) Design doesn't
support load

(a) Geometretic sizing
(b) Outsource linear
acutator for geometric
sizing

2

Testing

1

The linear actuator has been selected to
12 hold a load of 400 lb, which is 82% more
than we estimate we'll need. nd = 1.82

Completed during
part procurement

6

(a) Attachment end
doesn't fit
(b) Attachment end isn't
well supported

1

We have designed a cross bar to connect
the actuator to the wheelchair with brackets Completed after
42
manufactured specifically for our linear
welding.
actuator.

1

The linear actuator has a fully extended
length of 25.87 in, which is slightly shorted
than we need. However, the user will have
10 enough momentum to climb the curb
without an actuator long enough. This
theory will be tested when the actuator
arrives.

1

The motor has a duty cycle of 20%. The
actuator has a speed of 0.98"/s. It will take
the user 8.82 s to climb a curb. The user
20
could climb 13.6 curbs in 10 min before
the motor would be unable to climb
anymore.

5

5

1

(a) Outer tube too short
(b) Inner tube is too short
c) Ladder foot is too
short

(a) Water damage
(b) Impact accident
c) Battery life too short

Anti-tippers were
designed too large

Fastener sizing

(a) Geometretic sizing
(b) Outsource linear
acutator for geometric
sizing

Protective housing

Optimize design for
small footprint
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7

2

4

5

Testing

Testing

Testing

Customer
Approval

1

5

This is a cosmetic issue. The actuator has
to be somewhat big to support the load.

The linear actuator
was purchased to
support the load
during part
procurement

Criticality

Actions Taken

Occurence

Responsibility &
Target
Completion Date

Severity

12

(a) Stress analysis
(b) Fatigue strength
c) Bending analysis

Anti-Tippers make
user tip too far

(a) Wheelchair tips over
Linear actuator bends (b) Wheelchair feels
unsteady

1

(a) Bad material choice
(b) Design doesn't
support load

6

Anti-Tippers are bulky Wheelchair looks bad

Testing

(a) Stress analysis
(b) Fatigue strength

Wheelchair tips over

Wheelchair can't climb
curb

2

Recommended Action(s)

(a) Bad material choice
(b) Design doesn't
support load

(a) Attachment end
doesn't fit
(b) Attachment end isn't
well supported

Anti-Tippers don't
allow user to tip
enough

Current
Detection
Activities

6

Anti-Tippers fall off
wheelchair

Linear actuator breaks Wheelchair tips over

Momentum System (Linear Actuator) / Provide
Support During Hind wheel Transition

Current
Preventative
Activities

Priority

Anti-Tippers break

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

Detection

Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

Occurence

System / Function

Potential Failure
Mode

Severity

Action Results

Priority

Fastener sizing

2

Testing

1

The bolts will be tested with the structural
14 prototype cross bar once the brackets
arrive in the mail.

(a) Wheelchair tips over
(b) Wheelchair feels
unsteady

6

Attachment points can't
support load

Fastener sizing

2

Testing

1

The bolts will be tested with the structural
12 prototype cross bar once the brackets
arrive in the mail.

(a) Wheelchair tips over
(b) Wheelchair feels
unsteady

5

Attachment points can't
support load

Fastener sizing

2

Testing

1

The bolts will be tested with the structural
10 prototype cross bar once the brackets
arrive in the mail.

1

(a) Surfaces come into
contact with eachother
(b) Surfaces come into
contact with curb

Protective coating

4

Customer
Approval

1

4

Cosmetic issues are not something we are
worried about

3

The rubber padding is
The bottom surface
good engough to
comes in contact with the
provide a large friction
ground and scratches
force that can prevent
the actuation foot.
from sliding.

3

Testing

1

4

This will be tested after the hardware and
safety demo.

Joints separate

Joints flex too much

Joints aren't secure

Current
Detection
Activities

Recommended Action(s)

General / Hold Parts Together

General / Hold Parts at Specific Position Relative
to Ground

General / Maintain Appearance

Actuation foot/ Maintain fixed position

Surfaces get damaged Wheelchair looks bad

The actuation foot
slides

The rubber pading gets
worn out.
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Responsibility &
Target
Completion Date
We went a different
route designing the
cross bar so this is
no longer an issue
We went a different
route designing the
cross bar so this is
no longer an issue
We went a different
route designing the
cross bar so this is
no longer an issue

Actions Taken

Criticality

Detection

7

Attachment points can't
support load

(a) Wheelchair tips over
(b) Wheelchair can't
climb curb

Current
Preventative
Activities

Occurence

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

Severity

Severity

System / Function

Potential Failure
Mode

Occurence

Action Results

2/13/2018

Curb Navigation Prototype

designsafe Report
Application:

Curb Navigation Prototype

Description:
Product Identifier:
Assessment Type:

Analyst Name(s):

Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta, Cole Tudor

Company:

Conquering the Curb

Facility Location:

Cal Poly SLO

Detailed

Limits:
Sources:
Risk Scoring System:

ANSI B11.0 (TR3) Two Factor

Guide sentence: When doing [task], the [user] could be injured by the [hazard] due to the [failure mode].
Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

warning sign(s)

Minor

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

1-1-1

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

None / Other : Not a hazard

1-2-1

passer-by / non-user
walking by

slips / trips / falls : trip
Minor
doesn't see actuator sticking Likely
out

Low

1-2-2

passer-by / non-user
walking by

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Minor

1-3-1

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object
somebody deployes actuator
as somebody walks by
mechanical : pinch point
somebody doens't push with
handle bars

Minor
Remote

Negligible

Minor

1-3-2

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

slips / trips / falls : slip
it's raining

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Minor

1-3-3

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

slips / trips / falls : trip
Minor
doesn't see something in the Unlikely
way

Negligible

Minor

1-3-4

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

slips / trips / falls : impact to / Minor
Likely
with
person not paying attention

Low

Item Id

other warning

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Minor

Privileged and Confidential Information
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Curb Navigation Prototype

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

other warning

Minor

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

1-3-5

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object
linear actuator comes loose

1-3-6

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

Negligible

1-3-7

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

ergonomics / human factors : Minor
posture
Unlikely
person isn't standing straight
while pushing
ergonomics / human factors : Minor
Likely
duration
person pushes for a long time

1-3-8

passer-by / non-user
pushing wheelchair

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

2-1-1

User
assembling

ingress / egress : material
storage interference
the actuator is in the way of
the handles
mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

2-1-2

User
assembling

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

2-1-3

User
assembling

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

other warning

Moderate

2-2-1

User
disassembling

electrical / electronic :
improper wiring
person doesn't connect
actuator and control box to
battery
slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object
actuator falls on person
assembling
mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

warning label(s)

Minor

2-2-2

User
disassembling

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object
actuator falls on person
disassembling

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

other warning

Moderate

Item Id

Minor
Likely

Low

Low

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Minor

standard procedures

Minor

Minor

warning label(s)

Minor

Minor

Privileged and Confidential Information
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Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

warning label(s)

Minor

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

2-3-1

User
maintenance

mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

2-4-1

User
normal use

Moderate
Remote

Negligible

2-4-2

User
normal use

electrical / electronic :
overloading
somebody over rated load
sits in wheelchair
electrical / electronic : water /
wet locations
it's raining

Moderate
Likely

Medium

other warning

Moderate

2-5-1

User
misuse

slips / trips / falls : instability
user rocks back and forth in
chair

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

other warning

Moderate

2-6-1

User
deploying acuator

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object
actuator falls on person

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

2-7-1

User
storing actuator

mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

warning label(s)

Minor

2-8-1

User
doing a wheelie

slips / trips / falls : instability
the anti-tippers aren't on
wheelchair

Moderate
Likely

Medium

other warning

Moderate

3-1-1

Design Team
first use / test

slips / trips / falls : instability
the chair moves back and
forth during actuation

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

other warning

Moderate

3-1-2

Design Team
first use / test

ergonomics / human factors : Minor
Likely
lifting / bending / twisting
turning to grab and lift
actuator

Low

standard procedures

Minor

Item Id

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Moderate

Minor

Privileged and Confidential Information
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Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Minor
Low
Likely

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Minor

User /
Task
Design Team
inspecting

Hazard /
Failure Mode
mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

3-3-1

Design Team
assembling

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

3-4-1

Design Team
disassembling

electrical / electronic :
improper wiring
person doesn't connect
actuator and control box to
battery
mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

warning label(s)

Minor

3-5-1

Design Team
misuse

mechanical : product
instability
person rocks back and forth

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

standard procedures

Moderate

3-6-1

Design Team
deploying actuator

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object
actuator falls on person

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

3-7-1

Design Team
storing actuator

mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

warning label(s)

Minor

4-1-1

Sponsor
inspecting

mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

warning label(s)

Minor

5-1-1

Adviser
inspecting

mechanical : pinch point
person touches actuator
brackets

Minor
Likely

Low

warning label(s)

Minor

Item Id
3-2-1

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System
warning label(s)

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Minor

Minor

Privileged and Confidential Information
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Appendix M - User Manual with Safety Guidelines

Consumer User Manual - Curb
Navigation Device
Written by: Team Conquering the Curb
Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta, and Cole Tudor
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A. Parts List
Purchased Parts
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

4 – 12-Point Flange Nut
1 – Anti-Tippers
1 – Battery
1 – Battery Carrying Case
1 – Battery Charger
4 – Button Head Screw
1 – Clevis Pin
1 – Control Box
1 – Cotter Pin
4 – Hex Nut
1 – Linear Actuator

(l) 1 – Mounting Bracket for Cross
Bar with clevis pin and cotter pin
(m) 1 – Primer
(n) 1 – Paint
(o) 1 – Rope
(p) 4 – Socket Head Cap Screw
(q) 4 – Threaded Inserts
(r) 1 – Traction Padding
(s) 1 – Velcro Strap
(t) 4 – Washers

Part

McMaster
Carr Part #

Home Depot
Internet #

Amazon ASIN

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t

90997A700
--------92198A551
92390A224
----91845A029
---------

----------------204785869
------100670373
100146848
206094273
----1001220214
202261929
---

--B002VWK424
--B01H6UVHJ4
B001G8AIMU
-------------------------------

92196A550
91732A736
----90107A029

Progressive
Automations
Part #
--------------PA-31
----PA-03-6-600
BRK-01
-----------------

Custom Parts
(u) 1 – Actuation Foot (Consists of ground bracket and flat plate)
(v) 1 – Aluminum Tubing (cross bar)
(w) 2 – Clamp Collars
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Batteries Plus
Bulbs #
----SLA12-8F2
-----------------------------------

B. Assembly
To assemble the device onto the wheelchair, follow these instructions:
Step 1

1. Slide the cross bar (v) onto the wheelchair’s red bars with the cross bar
bracket facing you
Step 2

2. Insert the socket head cap screws (p) into the two holes on each of the clamp
collars (w)
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Step 3-5

3. Place the washers (t) on the underside of the clamp collars, sliding them onto
the end of the socket head cap screws, then sliding the hex nuts (j) on after
4. The hex nuts will need to be screwed onto the socket head cap screws tightly,
so that the clamp collar will create a clamping force onto the wheelchair’s red
bars (this is what allows the cross bar to stay attached to the wheelchair
without falling off)
5. As with any type of screw, tighten all four screws a little bit each until all four
are tight (this ensures that both sides are tight)
Step 6
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6. Next, grab the linear actuator (k) at the motor side with the motor on the left
side and slide the clevis pin through the mounting bracket for the cross bar (l)
and linear actuator, securing the clevis pin with a cotter pin
Step 7

7. Secure the actuation foot (w) to the other end of the linear actuator in the same
way as Step 6, with the shorter end of the actuator foot closer to the front of
the wheelchair
Step 8
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8. Place the anti-tippers (b) on the wheelchair
Step 9

9. Strap the linear actuator to the wheelchair in the vertical position with the
Velcro strap (s)

C. Curb Climbing
Before using the device, make sure:






The anti-tippers are attached to the wheelchair and secure
The battery is charged
The linear actuator is connected to the cross bar and actuation foot securely
The linear actuator is connected to the control box and battery
The actuation remote is within reach while sitting in the wheelchair

Steps 1-10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Approach the curb
Safely do a wheelie and land on the anti-tippers
Wheel forward to place the front wheels of the wheelchair on the curb
Wheel forward until the hind wheels of the wheelchair can touch the curb
Reach behind to grab hold of the linear actuator rope
While still reaching behind, undo the Velcro strap
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7. While still holding the rope, sit forward and slowly ease the linear actuator
towards the ground with the rope
8. Once the linear actuator is touching the ground, ease up on the rope and
continue holding it
9. Obtain the actuation remote and press the release button (this will allow the
actuator to begin extending and pushing the hind wheels up the curb)
10. Once the linear actuator is fully released, wheel forward until you are securely
up the curb
11. Before moving forward any further, use the rope to pull the linear actuator
back up to its stored position and secure the actuator to the wheelchair using
the Velcro strap

D. Storage
Simply, secure the linear actuator to the wheelchair using the Velcro strap.

E. Disassembly
Step 1

1. Un-Strap the linear actuator to the wheelchair releasing it from its vertical
position.
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Step 2

2. Disconnect the cable that connects the linear actuator to the battery source.
Step 3-4

3. Remove the cotter pin from the linear actuator’s clevis bracket and the
mounting bracket.
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4. Next, grab the linear actuator (k) at the motor side with the motor on the left
side and slide the clevis pin out of the mounting bracket for the cross bar (l)
and linear actuator clevis bracket.
Step 5

5. Remove all four screws, hex nuts, and washers from the clamp collar to
relieve the clamping force onto the wheelchair’s red bars (this is what allows
the cross bar to be removed from the wheelchair.)
Step 6

6. Slide the cross bar (v) out from the wheelchair’s red bars with the cross bar
bracket facing you.
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F. Maintenance
1. Keep the linear actuator clean.
2. Using a rag and warm water clean the visible parts of the linear actuator.

G. Troubleshooting

If your linear actuator is not working, make sure to check all the wires for any breaks or damage
to the wires. Also make sure to check the circuit breaker to make sure it is not burnt out. If you
see damage to the wires you can fix them by using wire tape to fix the wire. The circuit beaker
can be replaced by purchasing a new one at your local electronic store.
Battery Issues
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If your linear actuator is not working, then one of the issues could be that your battery is dead. If
this is the case, you need to unplug the linear actuator from the battery source and use the battery
charger to charge your battery. The ideal time to charge your battery to 100% is to leave it
charging 5-6 hours.
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Appendix N - DVP&R

Senior Project DVP&R
Date: 2/1/18

Team: Conquering the Curb

Sponsor: QL+

Description of System: System that allows a user to climb

TEST PLAN
Item
No

Test Description

Acceptance Criteria

1

The system will be weighed to see if
the system is within weight tolerance to
project specifications

Go/No-Go

2

New pin holes will be placed on the
wheelchair. Afterwards the anti-tippers
The holes will be
will be placed on the wheelchair. They
accepted if the antiwill be (I)nspected to ensure they fit
tippers are secure.
right and touch the ground the way
they are supposed to.

Specification #

3

Putting weights on wheelchair and
observe motion up a curb

Will be accepted if
wheelchair moves
up the curb smoothly
without tipping

4

Play in wheelchair during lift will be
observed to see if the wheelchair
tips side to side during lift.

Will be accepted if
user feels sturdy
during small lifts.

5

Pass/fail test for varying foot type,
varying curb height, and varying
linear actuator angle with ground

DVP&R Engineer: Kaitlyn Adams

TEST REPORT
Test
SAMPLES
TIMING
Test Stage
Quantity Type Start date Finish date
Responsibility
Kaitlyn

FP

1

Sys

5/2/2018 5/25/2018

Robbie

FP

1

Sub

5/2/2018

Kaitlyn

Robbie

Pass/fail if
Kaitlyn, Cole,
wheelchair can climb
Robbie
curb or not

FP

1

Sys

FP

1

Sys

FP

1

Sys

N-1

5/2/2018

TEST RESULTS
Test Result
Quantity Pass
The wheelchair is
back-heavy because
0
the system is heavier
than planned.

Quantity Fail
1

5/4/2018

Anti-tippers fit correctly
with new pin holes.

1

0

5/4/2018

Wheelchair moves
smoothly with weights
but is back-heavy
without weights

1

0

Wheelchair doesn't tip
side to side but is not
5/2/2018 5/4/2018
sturdy for high curb
heights.
5/2/2018 5/20/2018 Some pass, some fail.

NOTES

1

0

20

16

Wheelchair doesn't
tip side to side, but is
not sturdy in other
directions
Specific results
shown in Test
Procedures table

Appendix O - Test Procedures and Results
Test Procedures
Test #1:

Conquering the Curb

System Weight

Description of Test:
This test will be to weight the 4 subsystems to find a combined weight of the entire system. We will
check to see if it is within tolerance of original project specifications.
Required Materials:



Scale
Disassembled parts

Location:
QL+ Lab
Testing Protocol:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.
Step 7.
Step 8.

Acquire all materials for the actuator assembly and place on scale
Record actuator assembly weight
Acquire all materials for the cross bar assembly and place on scale
Record cross bar assembly weight
Acquire all materials for the actuation foot assembly and place on scale
Record actuation foot assembly weight
Acquire all materials for the anti-tippers and place on scale
Record anti-tippers’ weight

Data:
Subsystem (as labeled in Indented Bill of
Materials)
Actuator Assembly
Cross Bar Assembly
Actuation Foot Assembly
Anti-Tippers
Total Weight
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Weight (lb)
10.6
2.6
0.6
0.1
13.9

Test Procedures
Test #2:

Conquering the Curb
Anti-Tipper Pin Hole (Pass/Fail)

Description of Test:
This will be a go/no-go test to see if the new pin holes allow the anti-tippers to fit securely.
Required Materials:



Anti-tippers
Wheelchair

Location:
QL+ Lab
Testing Protocol:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.

Place anti-tippers on wheelchair
Check to see if there is play/if the anti-tippers are secure
If the anti-tippers are secure, place a check mark under pass. If not, place a check mark
under fail.

Data:
Pass


Fail
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Test Procedures
Test #3:

Conquering the Curb
Play in wheelchair during lift

Description of Test:
Place weights on wheelchair and ensure that the wheelchair is lifted most of the way without the
wheelchair tipping over. This ensures we can place a person on the wheelchair.
Location:
On curb outside of Bonderson
Required Materials:





Wheelchair
Subsystems
Curb
Weights

Testing Protocol:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.

Place wheelchair with front wheels on curb
Place weights on wheelchair
Press linear actuator extension button
Observe wheelchair movement during lift
Decide whether the wheelchair is safe enough for a person to sit in during the
movement

Data:
Pass


Fail
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Test Procedures
Test #4:

Conquering the Curb
Pass/fail test for varying foot type, varying curb height, and varying linear actuator angle
with ground

Description of Test:
In this test, the type of foot will be varied between the original actuation foot with traction padding, a
rubber peg, and the original foot altered to have track spikes. A person will sit in the wheelchair in the
initial position with the front wheels on the curb and the hind wheels touching the curb. The linear
actuator will be deployed on a one inch curb with the original foot and the climb will be given a pass or
fail rating. This will be done for all variations of feet, curb heights, and actuator angles.
Location: On curb outside of Bonderson
Required Materials:





Person (to sit in chair)
Curb
All feet types
Several ½ inch pieces of wood to simulate curb heights and adjust linear actuator angle

Testing Protocol:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5.

Step 6.

Step 7.

Place two ½ inch pieces of wood on top of each other to simulate a 1 inch curb
Place the wheelchair in its initial position with the front wheels on the curb and the hind
wheels touching the curb. Let the person sit in the chair.
Deploy actuator with the original foot and click the extension button on the actuator
remote. Take pictures as the wheelchair attempts to climb the curb. If the wheelchair is
able to climb the curb, place a checkmark to indicate a pass for this trial. If the
wheelchair is unable to climb the curb, place an x to indicate a fail for this trial.
If the wheelchair climb passes, move on to the next curb height. If the wheelchair climb
fails, adjust the linear actuator angle by adding a ½ inch board under the hind wheels,
but not under the linear actuator foot.
If the wheelchair climb passes, move on to the next curb height. If the wheelchair climb
fails, adjust the linear actuator angle by adding another ½ inch board under the hind
wheels.
If the wheelchair climb passes, move on to the next curb height. If the wheelchair climb
fails, then the wheelchair will inevitably be unable to climb any taller curbs. Move on to
a new foot type.
Repeat Step 1 through Step 6 for each foot type.

Data:
A data table is included on the next page to document tests.
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Test Procedures

Conquering the Curb
Original Foot

1 inch

2 inch

3 inch

4 inch

0 boards
(Original Angle)
1 board
(Steeper Angle)
2 boards
(Steepest Angle)
0 boards
(Original Angle)
1 board
(Steeper Angle)
2 boards
(Steepest Angle)
0 boards
(Original Angle)
1 board
(Steeper Angle)
2 boards
(Steepest Angle)
0 boards
(Original Angle)
1 board
(Steeper Angle)
2 boards
(Steepest Angle)

Rubber Peg

Foot with Track
Spikes



















X

















X

x

X

X

X

X







X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Appendix P - Gantt Chart
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10/17

11/17

1/18

2/18

3/18

0h

99%

Problem Statement
Sponsor Interviews
Problem Statement Complete

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

QFD House of Quality
Patent Search
Research Previous Designs
Research Applicable Technologies
QFD Complete

0h

100%

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Statement of Work
Boundary Diagram
Background Information
Customer Requirements Table
Objectives
Project Management
SOW Turned into Class
SOW Edited and Turned into Sponsor

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

Preliminary Design Review
Brainstorming Sessions/Ideation
Incorporation of Applicable Technolo...
Build Concept Model
Contact Prototype Resources
Evaluate and Select Idea
Build Concept Prototype
Concept CAD Model
Hazard CheckList
Prepare Presentation
PDR Presentation
Log Book Check on 11/14
PDR Presentation w/ Lance
PDR Complete

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor

0

100%

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

0

100%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

Interim Design Review
Design Analysis & Calculations (Pre-B...
Design Analysis & Calculations (Post...
IDR Complete

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

Concept Design Review
Build Structural Prototype
Final Part Selection
Detailed CAD & Manufacturing Plan
Prepare Presentation
CDR Presentation to Class
CDR Presentation to Sponsor
CDR Paper Due

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

Manufacturing and Test Review
Risk Assessment
Order Parts
Experimental Design/Test Planning
Test Plan/Operator Manual
Manufacturing
M&T Review

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

Hardware/Safety Demo
Manufacturing
Assembly
Rework
Hardware/Safety Demo in Lab

0h

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

EXPO
Testing
Expo Poster/Operator's Manual
Update CAD/Drawings
Finish FDR Report
EXPO DAY
Clean up/Clear out work spaces
Wrap up paperwork

0h

91%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta
Cole Tudor, Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta

Cole Tudor
Kaitlyn Adams, Robbie Huerta Huerta
Kaitlyn Adams
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